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29 September 2022

Don't miss anything!

Weekend News List

> Saudi Capital Market Authority approves three new IPOs as listing
wave continues (Arab News) Read it here
> IPO prep: Scenario planning and explaining your resilience –
Nasdaq’s advice on appealing to investors in challenging times (IR
Magazine) Read it here
> Julius Baer is bullish on the Middle East as region outperforms global
business (The National) Read it here
> ADGM's FSRA issues enhancements to its capital markets
framework (WAM) Read it here
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Events

Register now

Nominees available on
conference site
The nominees for the IR Best
Practice Awards and Best IR
Reporting Awards are available on
our microsite.
Join us on 24 October to discover the
winners and celebrate IR best
practice together.
Nominees

Some of our speakers
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We have the honour to count on several industry experts as our speakers for
the upcoming conference. Don't miss the opportunity to find out more by
visiting our conference website and get ready for the biggest IR event of the
year.
Find out more here

SPONSOR

We are delighted to count on Euroland IR as our Silver Sponsor for the 2022
MEIRA Annual Conference & Awards.
Euroland IR combines Best Practice digital IR solutions with the latest state-ofthe-art financial technology and knowledge, creating distinctive software
solutions that enable award-winning IR websites and prepare stock-listed
companies to digitally tell their equity story and engage investors. Euroland
https://mailchi.mp/meira/meira-newsletter-29-september?e=f5649e95eb
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expertise and financial technology knowledge in leading Best Practice Investor
Relations communication.
Commenting on the upcoming MEIRA
Conference, Nina Kahn, Global Strategy
Director, says: "Clear and transparent
communication builds trust. Trust builds
relationships and secure long-term investment.
Communicating with shareholders through Best
Practice content, a transparent and accessible IR
strategy and digital solutions combined with
cutting-edge technology, optimal usability and
accessibility, secures shareholders trust.
MEIRA has always promoted this in the GGC
region and we have been a long-standing
partner to MEIRA and its goal to implement Best
Practice Investor Relations.
We aim to be an integrated financial partner that fosters the development of a
diverse Saudi capital market infrastructure that competes internationally by
delivering a comprehensive suite of investor relations solutions for the Saudi
Capital markets issuers, to diversify its investor base and attract domestic,
international and institutional investors".

Thanks to our 2022 MEIRA Annual Conference Sponsors
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Always Learning

Training Courses
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